
Handles 
high volumes of dust.
The new CT pre-separator  
with Cyclone technology.

Efficient, 
simple and reliable.

03  Convenient dust disposal
Good grips make disposing of high 
volumes of dust an easy job.

02  Clever collection container
The transparent collection container 
makes it easy to see how full it is.

04  Flexible in use
The mobile dust extractor and  
CT pre-separator can be connected 
easily using the SYS-Dock system.

05  Modular design
The modular design enables easy 
transportation and cleaning of the 
individual parts

01  Cyclone Systainer
The Festool CT pre-separator with 
Cyclone technology separates  
and collects coarse  and fine dust, 
before they enter the mobile dust 
extractor. The dust-laden air is 
forced into a spiral motion in the 
Cyclone, causing the particles  
to impact against the wall of  
the Cyclone and fall into the  
CT pre-separator’s collection 
container.
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Tools for the toughest demands
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* The CT-VA pre-separator is approved for dust classes L and M.
**  When using the CT-VA pre-separator, the PLANEX Classic suction support is reduced.

Mineral particulates

Typical applications
Ideal in combination with the CTL/CTM mobile dust extractors* 26/36/48 
with AUTOCLEAN function and with the following tools:

Coarse dust (sawdust/shavings/chips)

Typical applications
Ideal in combination with the CTL/CTM mobile dust extractors* 26/36/48 
with and without AUTOCLEAN function and with the following tools:

Items included Order no.

For all Festool CT 26/36/48 dust extractors  
with and without AUTOCLEAN function

CT-VA-20 pre-separator
Cyclone Systainer, VAB-20 collection container,  
Systainer tub, connecting hose, disposal bag, vessel cover

204083

Accessories Order no.

ENS-VA-20/10 disposal bag
For use in the Festool CT-VA-20 pre-separator collection 
container, max. container volume 20 l, for dusts in dust  
classes L and M, 10 pcs.

204296

VAB-20 collection container 
max. container volume 20 l
1 pc. collection container including cover
3 pc. collection container including cover

204294
204295

CT-VA AK EU connecting cable 
for retrofitting the CT-VA pre-separator with additional power 
socket; particularly suitable for use with plug-it suction hose. 
Max. wattage 2,400 W, cable length 0.85 m

575667

Powerful
 › Copes with high volumes of dust thanks to cyclone technology
 › Up to 80% of mineral dust and up to 95% of coarse particles, 

such as sawdust are separated and collected in the  container
 › Consistently high suction power as a result of reducing the 

load on the main filter
 › Efficient operation with consistent suction power
 › Approved for dust categories L and M

Convenient
 › Easy and safe to transport due to the stackable collection 

container‘s compact dimensions and sturdy design
 › Good grips on the collection container make disposing  

of high volumes of dust an easy and clean job
 › The transparent collection container makes it easy to 

see how full it is
 › The modular design enables easy cleaning of the  

individual parts

The most efficient way 
of coping with high  
dust volumes.

High volumes of dust, shavings and chips are now 
no longer a problem. Neither for the main filter  
or the suction power. The pre-separator, which is 
compatible with Festool CT mobile dust extractors, 
collects up to 95% of dust before it reaches the  
mobile dust extractor. This reduces the load on the 
main filter and ensures consistently high suction 
power throughout the work process.

OF 2200  
router

HK 85  
circular saw

IS 330, SSU 200,  
ISC 240 sword and 

insulation saws

PLANEX and  
PLANEX easy** 

long-reach sanders

RENOFIX RG 130 
diamond grinder

RENOFIX RG 80  
and RG 150  

refurbishment millers

Sturdy
 › Ideal for demanding everyday use on construction sites
 › Long service life thanks to sturdy components

A perfect system
 › Retrofitting Festool mobile dust extractors is simple
 › The mobile dust extractor and CT pre-separator can be  

connected easily using the SYS-Dock system
 › Compatible with Festool CT 26/36/48 mobile dust extractors 

– depending on application with or without AC cleaning. 
 › Flexible operation with or without CT pre-separator  

depending on the application
 › Additional socket for plug-it suction hoses and power tools
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